
Theoden’s Helm Kit Instructions

5. Paint the inside of the arch triangles, the background of the side stripes, the forehead and inset side of the neck of 
the horse crest metallic copper. Consult the project write-up for detailed pictures.

6. Paint the four inset quadrants of the top of the helmet metallic silver. Consult the project write-up for detailed 
pictures.

7. A black acrylic wash will bring out details and add some real-world grime.

8. Put glue in crest holes and attach crest (B), back pin �rst.

9. Insert long screw posts (K) into two arches (C). Attach arches to cheek guards (D). Add glue to side holes and attch 
cheek guards. I found it was helpful to use epoxy putty behind cheek guards to glue them �rmly to the helmet.

10. Add front and back arches with screw posts and glue. 

11. Glue large gems (H) to forehead triangular piece (E) and small gems (I) to back round button (F). Attach both 
pieces with pics and glue.

12. Test �t leather armor, keeping top rivet under the twisted back edge of the helmet. Mark the location of the 
attaching straps. Epoxy non-screw side of chicago screws to marked locations. Attach armor with screws.

13. Pad helmet if necessary for proper �t. 

ASSEMBLY

1. Wash resin parts in water with a mild dish soap like Dawn. Use a toothbrush to get in all the small areas.

2. Test �t all parts for proper �t. To mount the crest, insert the back peg �rst. warm parts with a heat gun until soft to 
improve �t (WARNING: Cold cast parts are brittle and will crack if you try to bend them too much. ). Remove 
�ash with blade or by sanding.

3. To polish cold-cast parts, wipe with acetone and then scrub with 000 steel wool. To achieve a greater shine, polish 
with automotive swirl remover and a soft cloth or paper towel.

4. Drill all holes through the helmet. Do not widen the hole or it will a�ect �t of parts. 

RECOMMENDED SUPPLIES

Sandpaper
000 steel wool
Automotive swirl remover
Testors Metallic Silver
Testors Metallic Copper
Super glue
Epoxy putty

KIT PARTS

A Helmet
B Crest
C Arch (x4)
D Cheek Guards (x2)
E Forehead
F Button
G Leather Armor
H  Large Gems (x2)
I Small Gems (x2)
J Chicago Screws (x3)
K Screw Posts Long (x4)
L Screw Posts Short (x4)
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